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How to Mount your Accutab™ Using Included Screws
Permanently mounting your e-pill weekly medication dispenser before its first use is
recommended. Your new e-pill dispenser comes with an easy to install bracket (screws are
included) designed to mount inside a kitchen cabinet (the reccommended child-proof
location) or under a shelf.
A screwdriver is the only tool required for installation. A pencil is useful for marking the
mounting location. The bracket is attached to the mounting surface with four screws
provided.
1. Find a convenient and suitable location to mount your Accutab. Some oral tablets and
capsules react adversely to high humidity. Mounting directly over sinks or in bathrooms is
not recommended. Accutab is not child proof and we recommend mounting inside a
cabinet, out of reach of children.
2. Insert Accutab into its bracket and hold the assembly
in place, making sure there is clearance for removing
3. While holding the assembly in place, mark the
screw locations on the mounting surface through
the holes in the bracket with a pencil or pen.

Accutab is NOT childproof.
Congratulations on your purchase of Accutab. Accutab is an
innovation in dosing for prescription medications and vitamin
supplements. It simplifies the organization of weekly and
multiple medications, and helps ensure correct dosing.
Accutab simplifies the task of medication management for persons of
all ages. Accutab has an added bonus for arthritis patients, whose
condition makes it painful to open medicine bottles multiple times
each day. The concept for the Accutab dispenser was developed by an
arthritis patient.
Accutab can be used with an electronic medication reminder such as
the e-pill Multi Alarm HOME (SKU 759023), e-pill CADEX Alarm Watch
(SKU 952431 or 952433), or any Smartwatch.
Visit www.epill.com for more information.

4. Remove Accutab from the bracket and
attach the bracket to the mounting
surface with the four screws provided.
Once the bracket is attached, insert
Accutab and test its operation.

How to Mount your
Accutab™ - Alternative Method
Alternatively, you can use 3M™ VHB™ Double-Sided
Tape to mount your Accutab and avoid the use of a drill.
Follow Steps 1 through 3 above. Instead of drilling
holes, use the pencil marks as guides.
Adhere the VHB™ Tape inbetween the holes, facing the
surface. Peel off the protective backing and carefully line
up the holes and pencil marks, then simply push the unit
up against the surface to mount your bracket. Apply
even pressure for about 30 seconds.

3M™ VHB™ Tape

Loading and Operation of Your Accutab™
Accutab is intended to provide up to three doses per day starting with the
Monday AM dose and continuing through Sunday PM. Accutab should be
loaded after the Sunday PM dose and before the Monday AM dose.
Accutab should only be loaded when the word LOAD appears in the Dose
Window (which shows the dose last taken).

Dose Compartments

1. Ensure the word LOAD is visible in the dose window. If LOAD is not visible
move the red dispensing lever from left to right until LOAD is visible.
2. When loading, remove Accutab from its bracket and place it on flat surface.
3. Load your medications in the appropriate compartments according to your
dosing schedule. For each Day of the Week, three compartments are provided
and are labeled AM, NOON, and PM. You may fit up to 25 aspirin-sized tablets in
each dosage compartment. See the next page for specific filling
instructions based on how many times you take medication.

Dispensing Lever

4. After loading, insert Accutab into its bracket. Accutab is now ready for
operation. The dose that appears in the clear window is the dose LAST
TAKEN.
Operating the Accutab is very simple. Place your hand or a container
(”medicine cup”) under the dispensing opening located on the bottom of
Accutab. Moving the red dispensing lever from left to right one time will
dispense one dose at a time. The dose will fall from the dispenser opening.
The compartment day/time label viewed through the dose window is a
convenient reminder of the LAST DOSE TAKEN (last dose dispensed). The clear
compartment walls allow you to see that all medications have fallen from the
compartment, and that no medications are left in the tray.

Dose Window shows
DOSE LAST TAKEN
Dispenser Opening

Accutab is
NOT childproof.

One Year Limited Warranty
e-pill, LLC (e-pill Medication Reminders) warrants this product to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a
period of one year from the date of purchase. If this product is found to be defective, it will be replaced at no cost to you. You
may contact e-pill, LLC in the US and Canada toll free by calling 1-800-549-0095 or +1-781-239-2941. This warranty does not
apply to normal wear or to damage resulting from abnormal use, misuse, abuse, neglect, or accident. e-pill, LLC will not be
liable for any accidental, consequential or special damages, however caused, for breach of warranty or otherwise.
This e-pill Medication Reminder is only a supplement to any memory system that you currently use to remind yourself to take
medications. The user maintains full responsibility to administer medication at the appropriate times.
e-pill, LLC assumes no responsibility for any incidental or consequential damages, including but without limitation, damages
or injuries resulting from malfunction of the product. e-pill, LLC’s liability shall in no circumstances exceed the amounts paid
by the user for the e-pill Accutab.
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How to Fill the Accutab™ if you take
Medications Once Per Day
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The user will have
to move the dispensing
lever 3 times to get to
the daily dose.
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The user will have
to move the dispensing
lever 1 time to get to
the first daily dose.
They will have to move
the dispensing lever
2 times to get to the
second daily dose.

Start Fill
Cycle

How to Fill the Accutab™ if you take
Medications Three Times Per Day
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How to Fill the Accutab™ if you take
Medications Twice Per Day
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Fill these
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The user will have
to move the dispensing
lever 1 time to get to
each daily dose.

The LAST TAKEN Indicator

MON
PM

The unique LAST TAKEN
Indicator (dose window)
shows the patient or
caregiver when medications
were last taken. It also allows
the user to see that all
medications have fallen from
the compartment and that
there are no medications
left in the tray.

Start Fill
Cycle
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For the User of the e-pill® Accutab™
What to Do When it is Time to Take Your Medication
1) Place your hand or a container (”medicine cup”) under the
dispensing opening located on the bottom of Accutab.
2) Move the red dispensing lever from left to right one time to
dispense one dose at a time. The dose will fall from the dispenser
opening.
3) Take the medication that has fallen into the the palm of your hand
or medicine cup.

Components of the e-pill® Accutab™
1) The Accutab Weekly Organizer
2) The Mounting Bracket
3) Mounting Screws
4) Mounting Tape
3) A Daily Pill Box for On- The- Go Use - If you are
away and your medications need to be taken,
use this portable pillbox.

That’s it! Simple to use for everyone!
The compartment day/time label viewed through the dose window
is a convenient reminder of the LAST DOSE TAKEN (last dose
dispensed). The clear compartment walls allow you to see that all
medications have fallen from the compartment, and that no
medications are left in the tray.
The Accutab holds up to 25 aspirin-sized pills per dose.
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